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PRAYING WHEN WE SHOULD BE REPENTING
by Pastor Robert Record
(in view of the present drought, and that some have called
for a day of prayer for rain, I thought this article to be appropriate. It has been sent to several in political office! CIM)

Sometime ago I turned on the TV to a religious telecast
in which great concern was being manifest for the safety
and future of our country.
At least four preachers from across the country waxed
eloquent in prayer for God to come to the rescue of our
nation. Nothing was said about the sins of our country and
its leaders as being the cause of our national plight. Thus
nobody prayed that our nation recognize its sins and repent.
There was no recognition that we had just brought our troubles on ourselves. They were just bemoaning the fact that
evil and wicked men were getting the upper hand, and they
were imploring God to come to our rescue.
May we be reminded that when people have lost the
Divine perspective of things, and when they are given to
reading into the Bible things that are not there, there is little
likelihood that very many people are praying the prayer of
repentance and for the kingdom of God to come, and for
the Will of God to be done on earth as it is in heaven.
Prayer can only be effective as it is uttered in the Spirit,
and in harmony with the Word and promises of God.
Therefore, though all churches were to gather for prayer,
and though every member of those churches prayed, they
would not necessarily be heard for their much speaking and
praying, no matter how sincere they may have been.
We would do well to turn here to the first chapter of the
Book of Isaiah. Our Israel forefathers were facing captivity
and divorcement. They had been living in sin and idolatry
for years and had refused to heed the warning of the prophets to repent and get back to God. In verse 4 the Lord
describes them as a “sinful nation, a people laden with
iniquity, a race of evil doers.” They were a people who had
forsaken Jehovah and who had provoked Him to anger. The
point is, they did not think so. They were still very religious. But in verse 10 God speaks of the civil leaders as
“rulers of Sodom,” and the citizens under them as, “Ye
people of Gomorrah.” The people thus characterized were
offering the sacrifices required by law. They were going
through the form of worship, even to the point of praying.
But in verse 15 God says, “When ye spread forth your
hands, I will hide mine eyes from you; yea, when you make
many prayers, I will not hear; your hands are full of
blood.” These words are addressed were the “church
goers.” These words are addressed to a people who professed to love God and who are actively engaged in the
religious rites of the day. But they were not listening to

God, or walking in obedience to His Word.
How well does this describe much of the religious life
in the nation today? Our people are still very religious.
They profess to love God and they go through the forms of
worship. They are concerned, as were our fathers, over the
plight of their nation, and they were offering up prayers to
God for victory and deliverance, but they seem not to see
why our nation is in trouble. How, then, can they pray
effectively?
They quote glibly and freely such scriptures as 2
Chron. 7:14, where the Lord, Jehovah, is replying to Solomon’s prayer in chapter 6 as he dedicated the temple. And
all one has to do is read Solomon’s prayer of dedication to
see that it was a prayer for the nation of Israel. At this point
in time, the Jews, a religious sect were unknown and
unheard of, so it was not a prayer for the Jews. Solomon
had prayed that if Israel got into trouble because of sin, and
God withheld the rain, or if Israel was put to the worse
before her enemies, his plea was that if Israel would pray
and turn from their sin, that God would hear from heaven
and forgive their sin.
In response to this prayer, we find God saying to Solomon in 2 Chron. 7:14, “If my people, which are called by
my name (more correctly “Upon whom My name is
called,” a reference to Numbers 6:23-27) shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek My face, and turn from their
wicked ways: then I will hear from heaven and will forgive
their sin, and I will heal their land.”
By no stretch of the imagination can it be said that
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Jehovah-God was even intimating or alluding to a Gentile
Today our land is filled with sob sisters who are conchurch. It is a precious promise to Israel, few of which are
stantly decrying the bestiality of putting murderers and rapJews. Yet the clergy of our day quote this promise time and
ists to death. [and then we have 14-year-old white girls
again as though it referred to Christians, irrespective of
gang-raped in Melbourne by a bunch of Middle-Eastern
their racial or national origin. Their minds are so cluttered
boys between 16 and 17!!!] And what with soft-headed
with fable and tradition about the Jews being Israel, and the
judges occupying seats on many courts, our prisons are literally bursting at the seams with murderers who have not
church being Gentile (or non-Israel) that they do not see the
paid for their crimes, and many of them are let out on good
absurdity of applying this verse to Gentiles. Had they read
behaviour to repeat their crimes on society. Such actions
their Bibles, particularly the Old Testament, with any
and leniency is a violation of Divine Law and is inviting the
degree of understanding, they should have known that
judgments of God. And this failure to exact justice, says
Israel was destined to become the “sons of the living God.”
And they should have known that Israel, not Gentiles,
God, is the reason why He will not answer our prayers for
were to be God’s servants and witnesses to the rest of the
the nation.
The fact is, we are basically a lawless nation in that
world. And who is it that has served as God’s witnesses in
many of our clergy labor under the delusion that salvation
this Christian dispensation? Has it been the Jews? Has it
by grace removes the necessity of God’s Law. Discard the
been the brown man, the yellow man, the red man, or the
Law of God and you are left without any standards of right
black man? Just where, and in what people, did the great
and wrong - save what man deems to be right or wrong. We
spiritual revivals break out in the Reformation period
are thus left without any absolutes or authority higher than
beginning with Martin Luther? It was the peoples of Western Europe. And 90% of the
man in dealing with sin. In a
REMASTERED VIDEO
world’s missionary activity has
hundred different ways we are
CI-011
been carried on by the United
violating the law of God without
States and Britain. This did not
a twinge of conscience because
EIGHT MYSTERIES OF THE BIBLE
just happen. It was God fulfillwe see no law we are transgressby Paul Johnson
ing His Kingdom purposes in
ing.
Paul presented these studies as a preliminary
the people He chose to be His
I am sure that we have all
servants and witnesses. It is study to a class discussion. It will wake up your heard it said that “Prayer
proof positive that the Angloclass. maybe too much! Do you want to learn changes things,” but this is not
Saxon, Germanic and English
always true. Prayer changes
and improve your knowledge? Get this DVD
speaking people are modern
things if it is offered to God in
now!
national Israel. Not to see this,
faith and in keeping with His
or to read the word, Jew, into the
will and Word.
CI-011 @ sug don $15 ppd
The condition of God hearBible every time the word,
----------------------------------------ing our prayers is not simply that
Israel, is mentioned, or alluded
- and Historic CI-012
we seek His face, but that we
to, is to do irreparable harm to
MOA-ARK PANEL DISCUSSION
turn from our wicked ways. This
the scriptures and to the thinking
of God’s people. Yet this is 24 June 1984. This video caused a great stir in we are making no effort to do.
We labor under the delusion that
exactly the situation confronting the people of Christendom the USA. Jack Mohr, Earl Jones and Bob Arnold because we are “saved and ready
talked for two hours about the build-up of com- for heaven” no other preparation
(Anglo-Saxondom) today.
Having either spiritualized munists in Mexico, & Survival of Nuclear War. is necessary. No, we are not
Israel and given her promises to
CI-012 @ sug don $15 ppd
saved by our works, but there is
a Gentile Church, or having
a righteousness of works, and of
taken Israel’s promises and mistakenly applied them to the
obedience to God, that God recognizes and demands. It is
Jew, a religious sect classed with Protestants and Catholics,
only in this way can we work out our salvation and walk in
religious leaders by and large have taken to spiritualizing
His Will.
the kingdom and supplanting it with a heaven above.
I mention these things relative to the Divine Law
They have thus lost the Divine perspective of things,
because they are either ignored or forgotten in our national
and thus the meaning of the developing crisis. Now let me
life today, and it is the basic cause of most of our troubles.
ask you, how can a people whose eyes are thus blinded by
As we have said, the Law of God sets forth a way of life fable and tradition, and whose ears are filled with religious
God’s was in contrast to ours. In complete disregard of
ear wax, ever read their Bibles with any degree of underGod’s Word and Law, we are given to taking the way that
standing as to its overall message, or pray effectively for
seems right unto us. And in Proverbs 14:12, we are told,
God to come to the aid of His people? If these people had
“there is a way which seemeth right unto man, but the
their way, they would forever defeat the kingdom purposes
end thereof are the ways of death.”
of God. To be sure, they believe in Christ, and they are
From time to time in our great country we have
busy trimming their lamps preparatory to the appearing of
national days of prayer. And God knows we need such
Christ, but it has not yet dawned on them that their lamps
days. But I have yet to read where there was ever a confesare going out and that the traditions they preach are not
sion or repentance of our national sins, and the need of getGod’s message for this hour.
ting back to God. We tell God of our great needs, but
You will please note that one of the reasons why God
nobody points to the sins which are damning our nation and
would not hear the prayers of our forefathers was because
are inviting the judgment of God. We read in Proverbs
“their hands are full of blood.” Whatever did He mean by
14:34 “righteousness exalteth a nation.” Our righteousness
that? The answer is to be found in such scriptures as Numconsists of walking with God in the light of His Word.
bers 35:30-34. Here we are told that if the judges or the
Courtesy The Pathfinder, PO Box 291 Spokane WA 99210
courts let murderers go free for a bribe or for some senti--------------------------------------------------------------mental or emotional reason, and did not mete out capital
GOOD TASTING POISON
punishment for capital crimes, that this failure to exact
pastor Don Elmore
justice polluted the land and the nation had blood on its
There is a major problem in the churches of our land. It
hands.
is now no longer enough just to teach God’s health laws
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3. All foods and drinks containing HIGH-FRUCTOSE
about eating clean foods and avoiding ingesting unclean
CORN SYRUP.
foods, for since the beginning of the last century a new
4. All ARTIFICIAL SWEETENERS (aspartame, sacenemy to the health of Christians has sleuth fully arisen.
charin, etc.).
And it has slowly and steadily ruined the health of many of
5. STARCHY, HIGH-GLYCEMIC COOKED VEGEGod’s elect.
TABLES, such as mashed white potatoes.
George Washington never drank a Dr. Pepper; Andrew
6. PROCESSED FRUIT JUICES which are often
Jackson never ate a french fry, Robert E. Lee never
loaded with sugar.
munched on a potato chip; Babe Ruth never ate M&M’s;
7. PROCESSED CANNED VEGETABLES (usually
and Abraham Lincoln never dined at McDonalds, Burger
very high in sodium).
King or Kentucky Fried Chicken. Our modern world of
8. Foods containing HYDROGENATED OR PARconvenient processed foods and fast food restaurants has
TIALLY HYDROGENATED OILS (which become transbrought with it sicknesses, degenerate diseases and death.
fatty acids in the bloodstream), such as most crackers,
It all began innocently enough as the nation shifted
chips, cakes, candies, cookies, margarine, doughnuts, peafrom an agricultural economy to an industrial urban socinut butter, processed cheese, and so on.
ety. During and after World War II, the dramatic cultural
9. PROCESSED, REFINED OILS such as corn, safshift of women leaving the home into the workplace led to
flower, sunflower, cotton-seed, peanut, and canola.
the necessity of convenient foods. No longer did the
10. RED MEATS (unless organic or grass-fed).
mother/wife have either the time or energy to make “meals
11. CAFFEINE
from scratch.” No longer was she able to shop several times
12. UNCLEAN FOODS
a week and purchase fresh fruits and vegetables at the local
13. PASTEURIZED MILK (homogenized is worse!)
farm stand or grocery store.
14. All foods that contain MONOSODIUM GLUTATo fill that void, thousands of newly created foods
MATE (MSG).
rushed into the market place: frozen TV dinners, processed
•INSTILL THE FOLLOWING HEALTHFUL HABITS
foods in boxes and cans, artificial sweeteners, margarines,
1. DRINK PLENTY OF GOOD WATER EVERY
“chemical” drinks, chips, artificially flavored drinks and
DAY (600 ml for every 12 kilos)
foods, etc. And to increase the shelf life of the product and
2. GET ENOUGH SLEEP
to enhance its taste—emulsifiers and
SPECIAL ON-GOING OFFER:
3. GET ENOUGH EXERCISE
MSG—both poisonous substances—
As we are changing over to DVD, we
4. EAT PLENTY OF FRESH
were added.
Then in the 1970’s, a new need to clear the shelves of old VHS vid- FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
5. INCLUDE PROTEIN AT
cheaper type of sugar was discov- eos. Therefore we are continuing to offer
BREAKFAST EVERY DAY
ered. So popular has this new
6. EAT SOMETHING EVERY
“sugar” become, that it has sur- ex-loan VHS at 6 videos for $10 posted.
passed the sugar made from cane or There is no choice, as it depends what is THREE TO FOUR HOURS to keep
beets. Most sugar that is in most pro- available at the time, but they should be your insulin and glucose levels norcessed foods and drinks in the interesting. We still have a large number mal.
7. AVOID EATING FOR TWO
United States is made from CORN!
Its most common name is “High to work through, so this offer will con- TO THREE HOURS BEFORE
tinue for sometime. Take advantage of it GOING TO BED.
Fructose Corn Syrup.”
8. CONTROL THE GLYCEThis sweet-tasting ingredient is while you can! To get the same in DVDs
MIC LOAD OF YOUR MEALS
found in almost every kind of
.9. DETOX YOUR SYSTEM
food—from soft drinks to ketchup. would require a minimum cash gift of
But this sugary ingredient is a lead- $90, so this represents a substantial sav- (colon, liver, kidneys, etc.)
SOME OF THE POISONOUS
ing cause of obesity in those who eat
ing. Send your $10 order today.
INGREDIENTS OF POPULAR
it and it helps create an acid (low
FOODS
pH) environment in the person’s body—which is necessary
1. HUNT’S TOMATO KETCHUP: High fructose Corn
for cancer and other diseases to exist—so it is very dangerSyrup, Natural Flavors
ous to a Christian’s health.
2. DR. PEPPER SOFT DRINK: Carbonated water,
WHAT CAN A CHRISTIAN DO?
High Fructose Corn Syrup, Caramel Color, Phosphoric
What the prophet Hosea said about our forefathers is
Acid, Artificial and Natural Flavors, Sodium Benzoate
still true today: “My people are destroyed because of a lack
(Preservative), Caffeine.
of knowledge.” Most Christians are not aware of the hidden
3. COCA-COLA SOFT DRINK: High Fructose Corn
dangers in their foods and drinks. If they did—they would
Syrup, Caramel, Phosphoric Acid, Natural Flavors, CafNOT be feeding it to themselves and their children. For
feine.
those that learn of these dangers, how do they begin the
4. PROGRESSO HEARTY CHICKEN AND ROTINI
journey back to good health? To begin with they should...
SOUP: Monosodium Glutamate, Hydrolyzed Corn Protein,
• AVOID EATING EXTREMELY HARMFUL FOOD
Natural Flavor.
AND DRINKS
5. CAMPBELL’S CHICKEN NOODLE SOUP: MonoThere are some foods and drinks that are so harmful to
sodium Glutamate
one’s health that they should be avoided at all costs. The
6. NABISCO HONEY GRAHAM CRACKERS: High
trouble is that they taste so good to most people and thereFructose Corn Syrup, Partially Hydrogenated Cottonseed
fore few have the desire or discipline to discontinue their
Oil, Artificial Flavor.
habit of partaking of them even when they are told that
7. NATURE VALLEY GRANOLA BARS: High Fructhese foods and drinks are poisonous foods. But these foods
tose Corn Syrup, Canola Oil.
should seldom be eaten, or ideally eliminated!
8. KRAFT SHAKE AND BAKE: Partially Hydroge1. ALL PROCESSED OR JUNK FOODS
nated Soybean And Cottonseed Oil, Natural Flavor, Cara2. FOODS CONTAINING REFINED WHITE OR
mel Color, Bleached Wheat Flour.
WHEAT FLOUR AND SUGAR, such as breads, cereals
9. HERSEY’S CHOCOLATE SYRUP: High Fructose
(corn flakes, Frosted Flakes, Puffed Wheat, and sweetened
Corn Syrup, Potassium Sorbate (Preservative), Mono-and
granola, etc.), flour-based pastas, bagels, and pastries.
Christian Identity Ministries - PO Box 146 - CARDWELL QLD 4849
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Diglycerides, Artificial Flavor.
attacks, particularly since the War on Celto-Saxon Nation10. KRAFT RANCH DRESSING: Monosodium Glualism (1939-45) by powers of One World Government.
tamate, Phosphoric Acid, Artificial Color, Artificial Flavor.
First, the post-war ethos was consumed with (well, I
11. KROGER STEAK SAUCE: Monosodium Glutahope you guessed it...) consumption. The “Baby Boom”
mate, Caramel Color, Natural Flavors.
years found us creating a society of plastic knick-knacks,
12. LOG CABIN LITE SYRUP: High Fructose Corn
bric-a-bracs, Slinkies and Barbies, ensconced in rows of
Syrup, Sodium Benzoate, Caramel Color, Phosphoric Acid,
houses that are all the same, completed by swimming pools
Natural and Artificial Flavors.
and two-car garages. Looking back on that time, one may
13. MOTT’S APPLE SAUCE:
feel some nostalgia, not so much at the rising materialism,
High Fructose Corn Syrup.
as at the (yet) uncomplicated nature of the relationship
14. KROGER WHITE ENRICHED BREAD: High
between generations, and at the greater control we had over
Fructose Corn Syrup.
most aspects of our lives.
15. HELLMAN’S MAYONNAISE: High Fructose
We were happy with the status quo then, or so we
Corn Syrup, Phosphoric Acid, Natural and Artificial Flathought, until (behind our backs) legislators were abolishvors.
ing -- state by state -- laws against sodomy, then miscegeny
16. SUNNY D CITRUS PUNCH: High Fructose Corn
(racial intermarriage), then sexual discrimination, and so
Syrup, Canola Oil, Natural Flavor, Sodium Benzoate, Yelon...[I heard that 18 states in USA had passed laws BANlow #5, Yellow #6.
NING ‘gay’ marriage!]
17. KROGER SMOOTHIE: High Fructose Corn
Now, the pool we call “society” has been stirred up
Syrup, Natural Flavors..
enough to be renamed cesspool, and the fundamental unit
18. KROGER BREAD & BUTTER PICKLES: High
of order we once called normal (one man & one woman,
Fructose Corn Syrup, Natural Flavors, Yellow #5
united by God for a lifetime, with children), is being rede19. OCEAN SPRAY CRANfined in a variety of ways, so that
Found in the Archives
BERRY SAUCE: High Fructose
“no one will feel left out,” and
Corn Syrup.
everyone has an equal shot at goodCI-427
20. SKYLINE CHILI (CAN):
ies from the public trough. Mind
All The Kings Jews
Natural Flavors, One gram of trans
you, even though minority races are
An Eye for an Eye - and
fat.
disproportionate in their access of
Anti-semitism in Europe.
this taxpayer largesse, it is not a
The local church has surren- recorded from TV these are very interest- “race thing;” I have seen many
dered to the secular kingdom almost
ing shorts. Dating back to about 1995 unwed white mothers remain so, to
all areas of jurisdiction and authorreceive public benefits. Human
when recorded. - On DVD
ity. The PREVENTION and HEALnature (our chief adversary) sees to
CI-427 @ sug don $15 ppd
ING of diseases is one such area. If
this!
One of the ways robbers (social
the sick are commanded to come to
engineers) have “bound the strong man” of monogamous,
“the elders of the church,” then the elders of the church
need to know what to do to help.
Biblical families, is to convince the women (and children)
The pulpits have been almost silent in regards to the
that they are mere property to the man, hence unable to
prevention of illnesses. The dangers of slow poisons that
realize their full potential.
Founder of modern Communism, Frederick Engels,
are in our food, water, and drinks are rarely mentioned.
spouted, “We are now approaching a social revolution in
Thus, many good, godly Christians have and are suffering
which the economic foundations of monogamy as they have
needlessly with painful, degenerate diseases.
It is difficult to be spiritual when one is suffering with a
existed hitherto will disappear just as surely as those of its
headache or joint pain or is constantly fatigued. Living loncomplement--prostitution. Monogamy arose from the conger but spending the last few years bedridden or with a loss
centration of considerable wealth in the hands of a single
of memory or suffering with cancer or having a leg ampuindividual -- a man -- and from the need to bequeath this
tated because of diabetes is not “abundant living.’ Let us be
wealth to the children of that man and no other....” [The
wise enough to foil God’s enemies who have attempted to
Origin of the Family, Private Property and the State.]
Engels went on to condone the transfer of what he calls
destroy the sheep of God by promoting birth control, aborthe
means of production (children) into common (State)
tion, vaccinations, and now slow, dangerous good tasting
ownership.
This is why miscegeny was and is promoted in
poisons in our foods and drinks. Amen. ***
countries
Communists
hope(d) to conquer, for such must be
Courtesy The New Covenant Messenger, Box 321, Union KY 41091
by license, where the State becomes third party, and the
--------------------------------------------------------children, collateral (tax-wage slaves).
THE FAMILY UNDER ASSAULT
To accomplish this, Communists had to redefine marby Dan Gentry
riage
as broadly as possible, and encourage sexual laxity in
“No man can enter into a strong man’s house, and spoil
youth. Engels added, “The care and education of children
his goods, except he will first bind the strong man; and then
becomes a public affair; society looks after all children
he will spoil his house.” (Mark 3:27)
alike, whether they are legitimate or not... Will that not
We are acquainted with the literal, visceral reading of
suffice to bring about the gradual growth of unconthis verse: bandits and robbers tying up (or eliminating) the
strained sexual intercourse and with it a more tolerant
head of a household, in order to haul off with jewels, cash,
public opinion in regard to a maiden’s honour and a
plasma TV’s, or whatever else they value most.
woman’s shame?” Rock music, (secular) feminism and
The spiritual ramifications of this are much greater, as
widespread pornography have seen fit to this. The Jew
this not only concerns an individual household, but the
pied-piper called Bob Dylan once sang the party line in his
Household of Faith, the Body of Christ, if you will.
The Times, They are a-changin’:
The present state of affairs (no pun intended) concern“Come mothers and fathers throughout the land,
ing marriage and family, in legal contemplation, is staggerand don’t criticize what you can’t understand. Your
ing, and should be a source of shame to the ministers of
sons and daughters are beyond your command.
America. Marriage has been and is under progressive
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Your old road is rapidly aging. Please get out of
refill the earth.” In Jeremiah 29:4-7, the captives of Judah
the new one if you can’t lend your hand....”
in Babylon were instructed to carry on this command,
Dear friends, are your sons and daughters beyond your
despite their predicament. Family is obviously important,
command? Have you taken the time to understand the war
and the fact is, ours are modelled on the prototype of Jesus
which is being waged on them, and you? Children in a mulChrist and His Bride, physical Israel (not “the Church,”). Is
tiracial “society” are herded into government indoctrination
the “parentage” of this spiritual union of importance? I
centers (schools)[private schools included!] taught in the
think you know the answer.
ways of humanist dharma religion (tolerance), and encourCourtesy Facts For Action, PO Box 385 Eureka Springs AR 78632
aged to cross any racial or sexual barrier.
-----------------------------------------------------------Our King once said, “A prophet is not without honor,
LESSONS FROM JUDAH’S KINGS
except in his own country, and in his own house” (Matt.
by Pastor Don Elmore & Rik Huffman
13:57). Often, our kin are our greatest critics, and oppoIntroduction
nents. Friends and family can become, at times, bitter eneKing Hezekiah is one of the more well-known kings of
mies (Micah 7:5-6), even over seemingly trivial matters. In
ancient Judah. That is because of the most unusual circumcases of manslaughter (accidental death), the slayer was
stance that occurred in his life. After being informed by one
often pursued by near of kin, in fear of his own life, hence
of God’s prophets to get his house in order—for he was
the legal protection of cities of refuge (Joshua 20:3-6).
going to shortly die—King Hezekiah negotiated for an
Times haven’t changed that much. In Mark 13:12-13,
extension of life. And he was granted it.
speaking specifically of the time before the fall of old JeruGod gave to him an additional fifteen years of life. But
salem in AD 68-70 but by implication the time before His
God did not just miraculously heal him—He gave to him
second coming, Jesus Christ
the means by which he could be
Tapes of the Month:
warned us:
healed: a fig cake had to be put on
“A brother will deliver his
his boil in order for the King to be
A-7912
brother to death, and a
healed.
Jesus Christ, The Galilean
father his son; and the
God could have automatically
New Testament proof that almost all of Jesus’
children will rise up
healed him—but He did not perministry was in Galilee and to the Galileans.
against their parents and
form a miracle. Instead, He gave
put them to death. And
Jesus did not go to the Jews until the time for His instructions as to how to cure King
you will be hated by ALL
Hezekiah naturally of his terminal
death! Powerful “Identity” truth!
men because of my name;
disease.
A-7917
but he who has patience to
AN IMPORTANT LESSON
Owe No Man Anything. After Pastor Emry’s
the end will be saved,”
Pastor John W. Shenton, in his
heart attack. Reasons for allegiance to God
Knowing “insider informabooklet: Nature’s Big 12 Healing
tion” may be used against those
Herbs, laments about how long it
alone. +
who do not adhere to the New
took him to learn this lesson in his
Isaiah 40 For troubled Christians. The
World Order (Christians, et al), the
life:
enemies of our King exploit fam- nations, including communist ones, are “as the
“Some are taken up with the
ily leaks, and even rumours, to small dust of the balance” before our Mighty
idea that Almighty God heals only
engage CPS or other agencies the
God. A sermon to banish fear of the future.
in one way, via miracles. All hisFounders of our Nation would be
tory and experience proves that He
A-7919
horrified to know exist. Public
heals in many ways. Certainly we
What Will Be Destroyed in Christian
schools fit into this plan as well.
know that healing, health and
Also, anything which gets Israel? All wickedness, yes; however, false ‘reli- vigour come into a sick body that
spouses arguing causes general gion’ must go first, for it is the protector of the is provided with the necessary
distrust and, when a marriage
vitamins, minerals and trace elewicked. . +
license is involved, it is the
ments. And who created these in
woman who (most frequently) Let Us Not Despise God’s Earth. The clergy the first instance but God! So it
play down the earth, yet it is the abode of the
runs to the State for a divorce. I
came about that I was led to give
righteous.
have seen this many times where
serious thought to diet reform, and
the message becomes a bone of 3 tapes this month @ sug don $12.00ppd I never regret it. What I do most
contention, especially when the
deeply regret is that my dear wife,
woman is from a Judeo-christian church background which
Lillian, wanted to ... when we were first married, but I
preaches against such as “heresy” (which it isn’t). For this
would have none of it. I had to go on to reap the bitter harreason alone, it is wholly advisable for marriage candidates
vest of my own foolish ways. I repeat for the sake of
to seek counsel together, to iron out, or come to a meetingemphasis: ‘No one can break God’s Laws and get away
of-minds, on such matters. Fools rush in, where angels fear
with it—no one ever has, no one ever will.’ On the other
to tread, as the saying goes!
hand WE CAN MAKE GOD’S UNALTERABLE LAWS
Ironically, I have met many young people who have no
WORK FOR US. And this alone is a tremendous thought.
intention to marry, simply because they consciously avoid
we can so love that all the mysterious and powerful forces
any source of friction, children being a chief source. They
of the Universe are behind us for healing, for health, vitalare ill-prepared for life itself, much less marriage, as strivity, and abundant, radiant living” (pages 15,16).
ing for any just cause can be exhausting at times. However,
Pastor Shenton also wrote:
“One does not have to become a faddist nor a fanatic to
being two-legged flotsam and jetsam, blown about on the
discipline oneself to eat good, wholesome, unprocessed,
winds of dictatorial government is hardly a life! A Gallup
health-giving food. But one has only to mention the subject
poll shows, however, multiple children usually has a solidiof
‘diet’ in the company of a few people to feel the atmofying effect on the marriage itself. Most divorces occur
sphere ‘freeze.’
before couples have two children, and most of these before
It is indeed a strange thing that so few people ever realthey have any. By then, they are strong enough of character
ize
in
connection with the subject of ‘dieting’ that THEY
to roll with the punches inevitably thrown their way.
ARE
ALREADY
ON A DIET. Everybody is on a diet. Let
In Genesis we find the command to “Be fruitful and
Christian Identity Ministries - PO Box 146 - CARDWELL QLD 4849
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godly man eat a bowl of cheerios, two doughnuts and drink
this truth sink well into the understanding. Dieting is not
a glass of fruit juice for breakfast; eat a Big Mac, French
something you have to do in some distant future. At every
fries and a Coke for lunch at McDonalds; eat a candy bar
possible mealtime you are on a diet for disease, sickness,
for a snack at mid-day; eat spaghetti and meat sauce with
fatigue and weakness, or for abounding health and vitality.
garlic bread and a garden salad with thousand island dressLet the reader once see this point and the truth will come
ing and drink a glass of pasteurized milk for supper; and
like a flash of inspiring light. All that is necessary is THE
have a before-bed snack of two dips of ice cream—and be
WILL and the DISCIPLINE to re-arrange the food items so
healthy?
that they make for the fullest possible nourishment of the
Many Christians are afraid of diseases. But a very large
body — for vigour, vitality and power. And this is what
percentage of diseases are the result of and are directly
most people desire.
traceable to worry, fear, conflict, immorality, dissipation
It is not without significance that the first Law God
and
ignorance — to unwholesome living and unclean livgave to man [Adam] was a food law (Genesis 1:29, 30).
ing.
Repentance, restitution and forgiveness will heal and
And later Almighty God gave the most astounding promise
cease
the sufferings caused by these sins.
to His People that could ever be given to any people, and it
A HEALTH REMEDY
was FREEDOM FROM DISEASE AND SICKNESS.
To
provide
Christians
with some forgotten health reme‘None of these diseases shall come upon thee, for I am the
dies
to
help
restore
their
bodies
to health because of poor
Lord that healeth thee.’ Now read Exodus, chapter 15,
eating habits, I asked a member of our church—Rik Huffwhile it is fresh in your mind, and take special note of the
man to write about such a remedy. He chose to write about
CONDITIONS to be fulfilled for this experience of freeApple Cider Vinegar.
dom from disease. In Leviticus 11
Pamphlet
APPLE CIDER VINEGAR
and Deuteronomy 14, note how
Apple cider vinegar has been
Almighty God regulates the eating CONFESSIONS OF A CHRISTMAS
used
for centuries as a folk remedy
habits of His people. This is God’s
DROPOUT
for
a
myriad of ills. The ancient
Word to His people, and to have
or, I changed when I discovered what
Egyptians,
as far back as 3000 BC,
‘faith’ in His Word means more than
giving mental assent to it, it means Peter, James, and John gave Saint Paul sang the praises of this unique, yet
humble, product. Fermenting apple
for his Christmas present - including
‘believing’ what the Almighty says
juice to alcoholic apple cider, and
AND BELIEVING IT SO MUCH
A POEM FOR MOM AND DAD
then letting the oxygen interact with
THAT YOU ACT UPON IT. You
This enlightening little tract, dealing
it, turns the alcohol to acetic acid incarnate His instructions in your
with ‘Christmas’ is a good handout at one of the “magic” ingredients in the
life. This is the only way we can
WALK IN HIS WAYS. That is, this time of year. Give copies to friends finished product. To help this process along from the alcoholic base,
when we walk, or when we live, we
and relatives. # 197 @ 8 for $1.75 or
“mother” is added - that being the
demonstrate the truth of His Laws
100 for $7, or 50 for $4
spider webb look-alike bacteria
or instructions in our lives. So then
foam that forms during the fermentafaith is believing and acting” (page
tion
process.
15).
The saying of “an apple a day keeps the doctor away”
Pastor Shenton later wrote:
comes from the medieval English saying, which really goes
“... we recognize the fact that Almighty God can come
“to eat an apple before going to bed will make the doctor
to our aid along many avenues of Healing Power. He is not
beg for his bread.”
limited to any one method of approach.
This would be hard to believe in our modern day world,
Herbs are undoubtedly a Divine Creation. They are one
where our health is kept together and disease is kept at bay
of God’s methods of healing. Again, the road is not specby a battery of doctors - ranging from cardiologists, dermatacular, and if God should choose this road, WE MUST
tologists,
gynecologists, internists, oncologists, neuroloNOT DESPISE HIS COMING BECAUSE HE COMES
gists, pathologists, radiologists, etc.
ALONG THE LOWLY ROAD OF THE PLANT KINGSome people complain that it might be too avid to
DOM.
drink,
but that is really a fallacy since the Ph is lower than
It would be a strange thing, indeed, if there were no
that
of
commercial cola! A delicious way to get ACV
healing and health sustaining virtue in plants (herbs), that
(apple cider vinegar) into your system is to put 1.5 tableGod should have seen fit to create so many and scatter them
spoons into a 12 oz glass of spring water and add honey to
to the uttermost parts of the earth.
taste. It’s what the old timers called “Switched,” and it was
WE MUST RECOVER OUR FAITH IN THESE
the precursor to ginger ale. This is actually a very good
MEDICINAL PLANTS TO DO ALL THAT THE ALLremedy for indigestion, or upset stomach.
WISE CREATOR PURPOSED, PROVIDING WE FULSubstances In Apple Cider Vinegar
FILL ALL THE OTHER CONDITIONS OF HEALTH.
Scientists have measured ninety different substances in
It is a mistake of fundamental importance to believe
apple
cider vinegar such as thirteen types of carbolic acids,
that by brewing a few herbs we are free from the laws of
four aldehydes, twenty ketones, eighteen types of alcohols,
Healthful Living. The taking of herbs will not and cannot in
eight ethyl acetates etc. It also contains important minerals,
any wise permit us to live a life of breaking God’s Health
trace elements and vitamins (as listed below) as well as
Laws. We may benefit for a short while, but there will be
acetic acid, propionic acid, lactic acid, enzymes, amino
no permanent healing. A permanent cure will be yours as a
acids as well as roughage in the form of potash and apple
result of living in harmony with the Laws of healthful Livpectin.
ing. It cannot be obtained on lesser terms. Our attitude
Minerals and Trace Elements
towards all disease and sicknesses must change, they are
Potassium, Calcium, Magnesium, Phosphorous, Chlonot normal, they are the CONSEQUENCES of wrong livrine, Sodium, Sulfur, Copper, Iron, Silicon, Fluorine.
ing. Change the habits of living and thinking and YOU
Vitamins
WILL BE WELL, for God wants you to be well, and you
Vitamin C, Vitamin E, Vitamin A, Vitamin B1, Vitamin
can stay well” (pages 16-17).
B2,
Vitamin B6, Provitamin beta-carotene.
Pastor Shenton discovered in his own life what is a
Useful In:
major problem in most Christian lives today. How can a
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Although there are different factors influencing the forWell functioning metabolism; Reducing cholesterol
mation of candida (which is a yeast infection) a disturbance
(the dangerous LDL cholesterol type); Regulating the water
of your diet, as well as an intake of antibiotics must be
content in the cells and body; Reducing water retention in
looked at when you experience such an episode of candida
the body; Reducing excess sodium from the body; Helps
flare-up, since the yeast balance in your body can be
with regulating blood pressure; Assists in preventing circuthrown out of sync by these two factors.
latory problems; Helps with diminishing premature calcifiA selection of topical creams and lotions are available,
cation of the arteries; Helps increase concentration and
but a cheap alternative can be found by douching twice a
memory; Assists in blood circulation, body temperature as
day with a solution of ACV until the symptoms disappear.
well as vitality and energy.
The solution is made from 2 tablespoons of ACV to a quart
Arthritis
of lukewarm water - this solution will assist in restoring the
This condition of inflammation of the joints is a major
acid balance.
chronic disease in the West, and is believed to be partly
Cholesterol
caused by a build-up of toxic wastes in the tissues, causing
A good warning system for heart disease is the presirritation. It is thought that these metabolic toxic wastes can
ence of high blood cholesterol in the system. To help prebe contained by eliminating food allergies as well as
vent this is to follow a life-style which includes eating a
unhealthy life styles such as smoking, not exercising and
diet high in fruits and vegetables, maintaining your ideal
being obese.
weight, getting enough exercise while avoiding processed
Arthritis sufferers have reported a positive influence
foods, junk foods and hydrogenated oils.
that apple cider vinegar has on the pain experienced as well
Another way is to add fiber to your diet, especially
as slowing down the progression of this disease. Most peowater-soluble fiber soaks up water, which adds bulk, and
ple using it as a therapy for this problem ingest it four times
interacts with your body, and also keeps on working longer
a day.
than non water-soluble fiber.
Asthma
Fiber also soaks up fats and choFeatured Book
Although orthodox medicine
lesterol in the body and then is
might not agree with this remedy,
IS CHRISTMAS CHRISTIAN?
excreted instead of being reabsome people have found relief from
by Sheldon Emry
sorbed.
asthma by ingesting apple cider vinNon water-soluble fiber soaks
egar, as well as applying pads, “...I overheard a mother tell of her little boy
up moisture in the body, but cannot
soaked in apple cider vinegar, under catching her and her husband putting the
pressure to the inside of the wrists.
gifts under the tree. ..... shouting ‘You lied to interact with the body. The amino
acids contained in apple cider vineBlood Pressure
The potassium in apple cider me, you lied to me,’ and ran back to his room gar have also shown promise in neuvinegar is said to be beneficial to crying. She was laughing ... what she may tralizing some of the harmful
both the heart and blood pressure, never realize was he had just lost his trust in oxidized LDL cholesterol.
Colds
and in some quarters this remedy is
his father and his mother! That boy will
It has been found that the pH
said to assist in making the blood never forget that night. He will never again
thinner, and thereby assisting with trust his parents as he had before. God alone factor (the acidity factor) of the body
becomes a bit more alkaline prior to
blood pressure and in the prevention
knows how much evil is wrought by “Christ- a cold or flu striking you down.
of a stroke.
mas.”
When you take apple cider vinegar it
Bones
helps to rebalance the acid level of
The manganese, magnesium, sil#103 @ sug don $5.25ppd
your body.
icon (and (calcium) found in apple
Another remedy for colds and flu, and said to be specifcider vinegar has been linked in sustaining bone mass,
ically beneficial for chest complaints during the winter, is
which is important in the fight against osteoporosis. A supto soak a piece of brown paper with apple cider vinegar,
plement of apple cider vinegar could for this reason be
and to place pepper on the on the one side of the paper. You
valuable to consider should you suffer from calcium shortthen tie the paper, pepper side down, on to your chest and
age, have a problem with osteoporosis, or if you are enterleave on for 25-30 minutes.
ing your postmenopausal stage, where a risk of bone loss
Constipation
could cause a problem.
Not having proper bowel movements is blamed for
Cancer
many illnesses and diseases which befall us. The logic
Although apple cider cannot cure cancer, it is a valubehind it stating that should the waste products from our
able ally to have around to help fight free radicals in the
bodily functions be retained in the body, for longer than
body, which have been shown to be indicative in the formawhat nature intends, it will cause toxins to be absorbed
tion of various cancers. Beta-carotene, found in apple cider
back into the system.
vinegar, is a powerful antioxidant, which helps in neutralizAs we age our bodies produce less and start to lag
ing the free radicals, formed in our bodies through oxidabehind in the manufacture of digestive acids (hydrochloric
tion.
acid), pepsin and digestive enzymes - which can cause conTo prevent these free radicals, and to keep them in
stipation. When we add fiber to our diet, such as the pectin
check, we need antioxidants in our system to rid our bodies
in apple cider vinegar, we assist our body by having regular
of these potentially dangerous compounds. If free radicals
bowel movements and proper elimination.
are left alone to have the run of our bodies, they cause
Cramps
major damage be severely damaging cells, which leads to
If you have never have woken up in the middle of the
ageing and degeneration.
night with cramps tearing through your calves, feet or legs,
The pectin in apple cider vinegar adds fiber to the diet,
you would not understand the agony. A useful remedy to
and even the American Cancer Society promotes a high
assist with this is to take apple cider vinegar.
fiber diet to help with preventing cancer, especially colon
Diabetes
cancer. The reason for this is that fiber binds with certain
This disease is becoming more and more common, and
cancer causing (carcinogenic) compounds in the colon, and
there may be various reasons for this phenomena, but it
speeds up their elimination from the body.
must be remembered that it is not only extremely serious,
Candida
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but needs proper medical supervision, and a strict adherThe inhalation of apple cider vinegar could also assist
ence to dietary rules and medication, as prescribed by your
with a headache - and can be achieved by adding some
medical practitioner. It is however interesting to note that
apple cider vinegar to boiling water in a big pan, and carefully inhaling the vapour.
added dietary fiber, such as contained in apple cider vinegar, is beneficial in controlling blood glucose levels.
Heart
Diarrhea
Since apple cider vinegar is used to promote the health
There are various causes for diarrhea, and although it
of veins and capillaries, it is by implication also useful in
should not be left untreated, it sometimes is a way for the
assisting in the health of the heart and blood pressure. The
body to rid itself of harmful compounds and ingested matepotassium found in ACV is also beneficial to the heart.
rials. The pectin in apple cider vinegar is great to take when
Indigestion
suffering from this problem, since this water-soluble fiber
When people start talking about indigestion they
swells up, and forms bulk.
immediately start referring to the “excess” stomach acid
It is also an effective ingredient to use against certain
that they have! In most cases it is NOT a case of an excess
bacteria which causes diarrhea and the intestinal flora also
of stomach acid, but a shortage of it.
transforms pectin into a protective coating which soothes
Hydrochloric acid and pepsin, an enzyme working in
the irritated lining of the colon. Next time you have a proban acid environment, are needed to break down the food
lem, consider this most humble treatment.
effectively, and a shortage of these two ingredients will
Depression
lead to a sluggish digestion of food and resultant indigesAlthough prescribing apple cider vinegar for deprestion. Taking apple cider vinegar may assist in effecting a
sion would be classed as extremely alternative, some Eastremedy.
ern medicines do believe that depression is the symptom of
Metabolism
The quest for achieving the
a “stagnant” or tired liver. If you
Have you read:
ideal weight always will include
believe in this philosophy, then
apple cider vinegar would help THE FALL & RISE OF ABRAHAM’S KIN? effective and efficient metaboby Adam de Witt
lism. Without it, your dietary
to fight depression, since it is a
great medium to help detoxify This outlines the reasons why our folk have risen and intake will not be metabolized
and clean the liver.
fallen and have been removed from many parts of the correctly, the nutrients will not
Eyes
world never to return to date. Yet for each removal be available to the body, and will
Cataract development in the
result in excess weight being
(resulting often in millions of deaths) we as a folk
eye is associated to oxidation of
added to the body frame.
Apple cider vinegar has
the lens of the eye due to altera- never seem to learn. The pattern of our ‘removals’
tions caused by free radicals has always been the same. The patterns take place been used for centuries in aiding
changing the structure of the even today. Few understand them, recognise them or the liver to detoxify the body
lens. With this in mind apple are willing to take heed. Yet the day will come when and to help with digesting rich,
cider vinegar can be of use with
fatty and greasy foods, and for
this problem, since the antioxi- we will no longer fall, and the trend will only be to proper metabolizing of proteins,
rise, regaining all that was once lost.
dant properties of beta-carotene
fats and minerals. If the food
contained in apple cider vinegar,
cannot be broken down into the
#149 @ sug don $7.50
are great in combating free radiabsorbable form, the body cancals.
not assimilate the required nutrients needed from the diet.
Fatigue
Weight Loss
Lactic acid is released in the body during exercise as
Apple Cider Vinegar has been used as a weight loss
well as periods of stress, and this can lead to fatigue, which
remedy for centuries, and although the mechanics are not
in turn can be combated by the amino acids contained in
always clear on how it works, it really does work. It has
apple cider vinegar. The enzymes, as well as the potassium
been suggested that the apple cider vinegar works because
contained in apple cider vinegar can also be of great help in
it makes the body burn calories better, that it reduces the
the quest for more energy and vitality.
appetite or simply that it gets the entire metabolism workFood Poisoning
ing at top efficiency.
Because of the great disinfectant qualities inherent in
But whatever the reason, the fact remains that it has
apple cider vinegar, some people when suffering from mild
stood
the test of time as a fat-burning supplement, and has
cases of food poisoning use it with success. If you suffer
helped
countless people to achieve their ideal weight.
from violent symptoms, and suspect serious food poisoning
(information gathered from: http://www.anyvitaplease contact your medical practitioner immediately.
mins.com) some good websites:
Gallstones and Kidney Stones
www.jacobsheirs.com, www.truthinhistory.org,
A theory exists that the acids found in apple cider vinewww.mercola.com, www.covenant truth.org,
gar are beneficial in breaking up kidney stones and gallwww.covenanttruth.com, www.healingmatters.com
stones, by softening and dissolving them. Although we
courtesy New Covenant Messenger Box 321 Union KY 41091
cannot guarantee any results, since there are so many other
-------------------------------------------------------------influencing factors, it might be worth your while to supplePARENTAL OBEDIENCE,
ment your diet with apple cider vinegar, should you be sufWHEN DOES IT END?
fering from gallstones are kidney stones.
by Troy Anderson
Headaches
In
any
age
laden
with sin and iniquity, many Christian
The cause of headaches can be stress, allergies, tiredhomes
struggle
with
the
challenge of raising a godly generness, problems with your gallbladder, liver, kidneys, or a
ation. All too often you will hear some cute little boy or girl
variety of other factors. Although apple cider vinegar cansaying to his or her parents something to this effect: “No!”
not be touted as a headache treatment, it has been found
when told to do something or to refrain from something.
that people have slightly more alkaline urine when sufferEven worse is the child that says, “No, I hate you. Give that
ing from a headache, and with this apple cider vinegar
back to me.” or something similar. Statements such as these
could be effective, since it will assist in bringing your
grieve the Christian, yet we hear them repeatedly. This scebody’s acid level back into sync.
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for entire definition of Honour and Deference). To show
nario can be seen in any mall, restaurant, or park across the
honour toward our parents means to defer our opinions to
nation. In fact the plain, “No” can be heard in so-called
theirs.
Christian homes! There is seemingly nothing we can do, or
There are several good Christian books on the subject
is there?
of child training which will cover the aspect of obedience
As Christians we are called to be salt and light to our
towards parents (one such book is entitled: What The Bible
generation. We are to be an example to them. In the above
Says About .. Child Training, by Richard Fugate, #405 @
illustration, what were the missing qualities in the lives of
$23 from CIM) However, as I have already stated, this is
those children? The missing ingredients were honour and
not our subject, at least not primarily. We are covering the
OBEDIENCE to their parents. Honour and Obedience
idea of adult obedience. Rather than showing what it
should be a part of every Christian’s life. It should likewise
means to obey your parents, I will develop the idea based
abound in their homes. There is a way that we can be an
on being disobedient to parents. In Romans chapter one we
example to the ungodly in this area, and that is to exhibit
read of the downfall of man. Starting in vs 24 Paul states
these attributes in our lives. Children learn from the pattern
that God would give them over in the lust of their hearts to
set for them by their parents. Are the parents unstable? The
impurity. Paul goes on showing the effects of sin and
children will be also. Are the parents wanderers from place
unrighteousness and giving us a picture of how we can recto place, never putting down roots - the children will grow
ognize those who have turned from God. As you will see,
up the same. This is the subject my article is all about, givstarting in vs 29, these are “adult” sins. Romans 1:29-30
ing honour and, as I would expect with controversy, obedireads: “Being filled with all unrighteousness, fornication,
ence to our parents. What better way is there to teach our
wickedness, covetousness, maliciousness, full of envy,
children honour and obedience, than by honouring and
murder, debate, deceit, malignity; whisperers, backbiters,
obeying their grandparents?
inventors of evil things,” and so
While driving home from out
New Tapes:
ends the reading of the “adult
of town recently, I was listening to
E-159 Warning to Fathers-Pt 4
sins.” Now Paul (supposedly)
an audio tape. It was here that I
E-160 Warning to Fathers-Pt 5, Sodom & changes direction and addresses
learned this concept of adult obethe children’s sin, being, “disobedience to parents. I have often
Gomorrah-2005
heard of honouring your parents E-161 Warning to Fathers-Pt 6, A Lesson in dient to parents.”
I believe that if you will read
for a lifetime, but I thought once
History
the context you will see for youryou’re an adult you were no longer
required to obey your parents. You E-162 Warning to Fathers-Pt 7, The harm of self who Paul is writing to. For
another witness let us go on to the
had a privilege now to “do your
Wrong Theology
following passage. 2 Timothy 3:1own thing.” Of course, as ChrisPastor Don Elmore
2 states, “This know also, that in
tians, they would never do anyG-676 Ephesians 2-Prophecy Fulfilled 1
the last days perilous times shall
thing contrary to Scripture (would
come. For men shall be lovers of
they?), but surely they could do all
G-677 Ephesians 2-Prophecy Fulfilled 2
their own selves, covetous, boastthe things they were forbidden to
G-678 Ephesians 2-Prophecy Fulfilled 3
ers, proud, blasphemers, disobedo as a child, and experience
Pastor Ted Weiland
dient to parents, unthankful,
things for themselves. Many children approaching the age of adult- J-153 The Biblical Doctrine of Justification unholy.” In both passages the sin
of being disobedient to parents is
hood, whatever that may be to
J-154 Going back Into Egypt
in some pretty bad company. In the
them, would say, “Yea, freedom at
J-155 Prerequisites to be Used by God
Greek, the word disobedience
last!” And, “now that we are
Pastor John Weaver
means: “1) impersuasible, not
adults, we don’t have to obey like
K-499 Joy and--uh.. I’d Rather Not Say 1 compliant, disobedient, contumachildren anymore.” But, through
this message, the Holy Ghost
K-500 Joy and--uh. .I’d Rather Not Say 2 cious.” To be disobedient basically
means that you will not regard
began to quicken me with the
Pastor James Bruggeman
what they are saying. You are
question, was I still required to
unable to be persuaded when your mind is set; you’re obsti‘obey’ my parents?
nate, stubborn and unyielding. You are unapproachable and
the past month or so, my wife and I have been striving
can be characterized as an “independent spirit.” If your parfor a deeper walk with the Father. We have been praying
ents would require something of you that would go against
that God would reveal to us areas in our lives that need
the Laws of God, then, “...you ought to obey God rather
change or a renewed commitment (commitment being
than men.” (e.g. if they wanted you to steal - or wanted you
something that is required in a lot more people). We found
to prostitute yourself - or murder your unborn child, etc.).
ourselves challenged with the Scripture in Rev 3:16, which
yet, most of the time the only requirement is the sacrifice of
says, “so then because thou art lukewarm, and neither hot
your liberty.
nor cold, I will spue thee out of my mouth.” We desired to
To give you an example, my mother has always said
be hot for Jesus and any sphere of our lives that was lukethat she did not want me to drive a motorcycle on the road.
warm needed change. So, when I listened to this tape, and
When I was still living at home, I always said, one day
heard him expound the idea of honour and more imporwhen I am out on my own, I am going to get a motorcycle
tantly, OBEDIENCE, I knew it required further study.
(when I could afford it). And let’s face it, isn’t that why
Before you start saying, “this guy has strange theolmost leave home - to do something that would not be
ogy,” hear me out, and let’s look at the Scripture together.
allowed at home? After pondering these scriptures, I
In Mark 7:10 we read, “For Moses said, Honour thy
believe it would be disobedient to my mother if I bought a
father and mother; and whoso curseth father or mother,
motorcycle. It would therefore be disobedience to God as
let him die the death;” What does it mean we are to honour
well. Now, if there was some way I could persuade her in
our parents? By definition, honour implies respect, and to
gentleness and meekness that I ‘needed’ a motorcycle and
honour someone is to treat them with deference and subshe would change her mind, then I could get one. But, if I
mission. To defer is to yield your opinion to, or to submit to
went out and bought one, disregarding her wishes, I would
another’s judgment. (Refer to Webster’s 1828 Dictionary
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of the kings of Dalriada, in the west of Scotland (now
be in rebellion (see Deut 21:18-21). Many other examples
Argyll). But when Kenneth I, the 36th King of Dalriada,
could be cited, e.g. moving away so that fellowship with
moved his capital to Scone around 840 AD, the Stone of
with family and relatives (and church) is no longer possiDestiny was moved there too. The Stone was taken from
ble, against parents wishes.
Scone by King Edward I of England in 1296 and remained
What we’re talking about is a heart attitude of submisunder the Coronation Throne at Westminster Abbey in
sion to authority. Our parents were placed in authority over
London for 700 years before being brought back to Scotus, by God, whether we like it or not. Basically, to honour
land in 1996.
and obey our parents have similar meanings to us as adults.
An earlier request was turned down by the First MinisBoth refer to a deferment to our parents’ wishes as it relates
ter with the excuse that the stone’s age and condition means
to our own liberties and “rights.” This does not mean that
it cannot be moved from Edinburgh Castle, where it is kept
they rule our lives, because we, as parents, were given
in an armoured glass case under tight security. Of course,
authority over our children - although godly grandparents
under the agreement which brought the historic stone back
were intructed to teach their grandchildren as well as their
to Scotland, it will be moved to Westminster Abbey again
children (Deut 4:9). In part this is done by our example to
obey their grandparents, so that they will lean to obey us.
for the next coronation of a British monarch - whenever
Individually, we are to honour and obey our parents as long
that may be.
as WE live. Notice I said WE. Not as long as they, our parCourtesy TKC, PO Box 1478, Ferndale WA 98248 USA
ents, live. We are to continue to be obedient to their wishes,
----------------------------------------------------------------after they are gone; therefore, as long as WE live!
WHY DO THEY HATE US?
Nowhere in Scripture does it say
by Jacob G. Hornberger
FOREIGN CONTRIBUTORS
that once we are adults we no longer
You’ll recall that immediately
have to obey our parents. Many say,
Please note, that we prefer United
after the 9/11 attacks, U.S. officials
Yeah, but it is also not found anyStates Federal Reserve Notes, and in declared that the attacks had been
where in Scripture that we as adults
motivated by the terrorists’ hatred
specifically have to obey our par- the denominations of $10, $20 and $50. for America’s “freedom and values.”
ents. This is true, yet from the spirit These are the most convenient denomi- That refrain produced the “war on
of the Scriptures I have already pre- nations for us to use. If you could keep terrorism” and, more recently, the
sented, it seems to me honour and
“war on radical Islamo-fascism.’
obedience are still required. You that in mind when sending donations it
Nonsense, said libertarians. The
must remember that as long as they would be very helpful and very much anger and hatred that Arabs and
are our parents, we are their chilappreciated! Thank you.
Muslims have for the United States
dren, regardless of what age we are.
is rooted in decades of U.S. foreign
Whether our parents are 30 and we are ten, is no different
policy in the Middle East. Ending the U.S. government’s
in this regard than if our parents were 80 and we are 60.
decades-old policy of empire and intervention would bring
“Children obey your parents in the LORD.” (Eph 6:1 and
an end to the threat of terrorism (and radical Islamo-fasCol. 3:20). Set the example to your children, and to your
cism) against the United States.
extended family of nieces and nephews, and to others in the
The argument of the “freedom and values” crowd boils
church, and obey their grandparents. As the speaker on this
down to this: “The decades of U.S. supplying of advanced
tape noted, this idea of no longer obeying parents is a relaweaponry and foreign aid to the Israeli government, which
tively new idea historically. It was not until about 150 years
is now being used to kill people in Lebanon, and the U.S.
ago that the ideas on this subject changed to the way they
government’s obeisance and submissiveness to the Israeli
are held today. (is that about the time that schooling
government, have had no adverse effect on how Arabs and
became universal? CIM).
Muslims feel about the United States. Their anger and
By developing an attitude of honour and obedience in
hatred is caused by America’s freedom of speech, freedom
our own lives, our children will see us in how we treat our
of the press, and rock and roll.”
own parents, and thus learn from this example. we will be
Therefore, the argument goes, the chants of “Death to
able to pass down generational blessings instead of generaIsrael. Death to America” from hundreds of thousands of
tional curses that follow us today. This commandment to
Shiites marching in Baghdad last week had nothing to do
honour our parents, is the first commandment given with
with U.S. foreign policy but were motivated instead by
promise. We were promised a long life if we would obey
hatred for American principles and life-styles.
the Word of the Lord! May the Lord bless you in your
The same “freedom and values” argument was made
efforts to please Him in every area of your life. Let our
with respect to more than a decade of brutal sanctions
against Iraq, which contributed to the deaths of hundreds of
example be a light that shines not only to our own children,
thousands of Iraqi children - deaths that then -UN Ambasbut to all those around us as well as the generations to
sador
Madeline Albright maintained were “worth it.” Peocome! (“For to you is the promise, and to your children,
ple
in
the Middle East were indifferent to those deaths, the
and to all that are afar off - coming generations - even as
argument goes. Their anger and hatred were caused by the
many as the Lord our God shall call” [Acts 2:39]).
U.S. Bill of Rights and the gambling casinos in Las Vegas.
based on the tape series BOLD PARENTING SEMINAR by Jonathan
After 9/11, the greatest fear that U.S. officials had was
Lindvall, P-091 through P-096 @ $30 the set posted)
that
the American people would figure our that U.S. foreign
----------------------------------------------------policy was at the root of the terrorist attacks and thus
CAMPAIGN TO BRING BACK
demand a total reevaluation of U.S. foreign policy. That
STONE OF DESTINY
might well have meant an end to all foreign aid to the MidA motion has been tabled in the Scottish Parliament
dle
east and a withdrawal of U.S. forces from the region.
asking for the Stone of Destiny to be moved from EdinThat could have obviously meant a significant diminution
burgh Castle to Scone Palace for celebrations marking the
of the U.S. Government’s overseas empire and the military700th anniversary of Robert the Bruce’s coronation there.
industrial complex, along with the enormously high taxes
Also known as the Stone of Scone, the rectangular rock
needed to pay for it all. Thus, it’s not surprising that U.S.
was used for centuries at the crowning of Scottish kings at
officials immediately went on the propaganda attack after
Moot Hill. It was used as part of the crowning ceremonies
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9/11 in order to divert people’s attention from U.S. foreign
policy and toward the “freedom-and-values” motivation for
the 9/11 attacks.
If there is another major terrorist attack on American
soil, you can rest assured that the immediate response of
U.S. officials will be: It has nothing to do with the U.S.
government’s unconditional U.S. taxpayer-provided support of the Israeli government, or with the brutal sanctions
that contributed to the deaths of hundreds of thousands of
Iraqi children, or with the callous position that such deaths
were worth it, or with the invasion and occupation of Iraq,
which have killed and maimed tens of thousands of Iraqi
people. They’ll say instead that it’s all about anger and
hatred for America’s “freedom and values.” And the sad
part is that there will still be people who fall for it.
What would be wrong with terminating foreign aid not
only to Israel but also to every other country in the world
and abolishing the taxes that support such aid, leaving the
people free to keep their own money and decide what to do
with it?
What would be wrong with ending the U.S. government’s role with as world policeman, intervenor, meddler,
and interloper, not only in the Middle East but also in the
rest of the world?
With the situation in the Middle East degenerating into
ever-increasing violence, conflict, death, suffering, and
destruction after decades of U.S. intervention, what better
time for the American people to reevaluate U.S. foreign
policy, not only in the Middle east but also in the rest of the
world?
(Jacob Hornberger is founder and president of The
Future of Freedom Foundation [www.fff.org] in Fairfax,
Virginia)
(Courtesy The Argus, Burlington, WA 16/08/06)
---------------------------------------------------------------

Kenezite, and therefore an Edomite, as Kenaz was one of
the grandsons of Esau. This is in error, as Num. 13:6, Josh.
14:6, and Josh. 15:13 show very clearly that Caleb was of
the tribe of Judah! CIM).
Only those with the courage to follow the God of Abraham could enter the Promised Land. Today, it is even
worse. Since the communist success in taking over Russia
in 1917, we have spent many decades wandering in stupid
circles. We have been led around by the nose by communist
front politicians and minority group organizations, while
the going got generally rougher. In addition, the worst
swamps are just ahead.
After the 40 years of wandering were past, God again
told His people to occupy the good land He had given them
and He promised to drive out their enemies before them.
He solemnly warned them not make any treaties with the
treacherous, pagan Canaanite nations, for the Canaanites
regarded treaties only as a way to deceive their enemies.
Does this sound at all familiar?
In Exodus 34:12 God warned Israel, “Take heed to thyself, lest thou make a covenant with the inhabitants of the
land wither thou goest, lest it be for a snare in the midst of
thee.” [Captain Cook and those who came after him should
have heeded that warning!] The foolish people would not
obey their God. Didn’t their Secretary of State say, ‘The
way to get confidence is to give it and we must treat everybody alike, we must never discriminate, not even between
good and evil.’ So they defied their God for the sake of
political expediency, and made a peace treaty with the
Gibeonites. They had to learn the terrible lesson that, in the
long run, expediency is never expedient.
The record of it in Judges 2:1-3 is brief and bitter. “And
an angel of God came up from Gilgal to Bochim and said, I
made you to go out of Egypt, and have brought you unto
the land which I swore unto your fathers; and I said I will
never break my covenant with you.
THE TRAIN OF DESTINY
And ye shall make no league with
New Video:
by Bertrand L. Comparet
the inhabitants of this land; ye shall
Recently I saw the wreckage of
Weapons of Mass Deception
throw down their altars: but ye have
a truck which had been hit by a fast The title says it all. An unlikely Jewish
not obeyed My voice. Why have ye
train, which had been running
done this? Wherefore I also said, I
filmmaker does an outstanding job of
exactly on schedule. We can’t expect
will not drive them out before you;
exposing government deception and
the train to wait while we hold a picbut they shall be as thorns in your
nic on the tracks with the enemies of
duplicity. (from ACM-Update)
sides, and their gods shall be a snare
the God of Abraham, Isaac and
CI-463 @ sug don $15
unto you.” For centuries, in one
Jacob. We persistently do wrong, for
dreadful war after another, Israel
the sake of so-called expediency,
paid
the
bitter
penalty
for this disobedience with the lives
until the judgment of destiny flings us in wreckage from the
of
their
sons.
They
fought
wars which no enemy would
tracks.
have dared to start if Israel had obeyed their God as they
When our God led His people out of Egypt and was
would have still had His protection.
organizing them into a nation, He had Moses up on Mount
Down through the next 3,000 years, each generation
Sinai for instructions. The brother of Moses, whose name
has
had to learn anew the awful lesson that the price of
was Aaron, was left in charge of the people. Aaron was a
expediency is high. The only coin with which we can pay is
man of peace, there was nothing controversial about him.
the blood of our sons. Great Britain and ourselves are
Aaron wouldn’t quarrel with anyone about anything so trialready seated in a classroom where we must learn that
fling as a vital principle of good or evil. He found it expediwhen we sell our brothers in Europe into slavery just to win
ent to go along with the popular demand to return to
an election, we shall redeem them on the battlefield. We
idolatry, and he made the people a golden calf. Exodus ch.
will pay a frightful rate of interest for the delay.
32 records the inevitable penalty for this act, three thousand
Today, the situation is taking on a new character, it is
people died as the price of this expediency.
our
God’s
judgment upon the world order. The fruits of that
When God told His people to enter new homes in Palorder have ripened. We are suffering the consequences of
estine, they lacked the courage to obey Him. The leading
living under the conditions which we have tolerated. Are
liberal columnists and commentators of the day, called Him
you worried about the danger of an atomic attack by Rusa warmonger. They said it was a reactionary policy and it
sia?
Then why didn’t we pull the bear’s fangs when only
would surely lead to war with Russ... pardon me, with the
we had a stockpile of atom bombs. We had the air force big
Canaanites. They believed they must do anything to avoid
enough to deliver the bombs and Russia had neither the
the danger of war. You know what the penalty was, 40
bombs nor the means for delivery, then we could have dicyears of wandering in the wilderness, until all the cowards
tated the terms [he forgets that America also had the traitors
were dead. (as an aside, I recently heard Paul Johnson, on a
who sold the atom technology to Russia, and Israeli who in
video-CI-068, state that Caleb the son of Jephunneh was a
turn also sold it to the China. CIM]. There would have been
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no war, no means of hitting back.
always, we could have saved this blood if we had stamped
Was your voice heard in those days? Did you write to
out the organized, international evil of communism. We
your senators and congressmen demanding that we save
should have put out the fire when it was small.
Even now, we can still avoid much of it, if we will
ourselves and the world while we could still do it? For
clean up our national house and get back to the Laws of
those of you that were too young at that time, what are you
God, while there is still time.
doing now to help save our nation from destruction from
Critical Note by Clifton A. Emahiser: Comparet is corwithin.
Today people deceive themselves about God’s judgrect when he quoted Exodus 34:12, “Take heed to thyself,
ments. They think of them as only the anger of hurt pride
lest thou make a covenant [treaty, agreement] with the
and they say, “So what if we have defied God, as long as
inhabitants of the land whither thou goest, lest it be for a
we thought it was all right! He is too kind to do anything
snare in the midst of thee.” Comparet then went on to quote
Judges 2:1-3 to reinforce his argument. All we need do
about it.” [hardly what I read in Jeremiah]. Judgment is
today is look around us, and we are still doing what we
the inevitable consequence of violating natural law.
Moral laws are as much natural laws and as self enforcing,
were commanded not to do. What we don’t seem to understand is that politics, religion and monetary are all interwoas the law of gravity. All history is the record of the consequences of national cowardice and dishonesty. Galatians
ven together, and once we enter into agreement with one
6:7 warns us, “Be not deceived; God is not mocked: for
phase, the other two automatically gain a foothold. For
whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap.” Hosea
instance, if someone needs the services of a beautician or a
8:7 continues, “For they have sown the wind, and they shall
barber, they will usually prefer to go to someone who
reap the whirlwind.” [whirlwind - is that like a hurricane or
belongs to their own church or lodge. When this happens,
cyclone?] God’s train of destiny is thundering down the
religion/politics become interwoven with the monetary.
tracks, right on schedule, we must either get out of the way
Many times, when people vote, they will choose someone
or get hit. Noah had to build the ark
of their own religious denominaare you aware of:
tion; catholic, protestant, muslim,
in time, or he would have drowned
or other. You can seen from this, it
with the others. Lot had to get out of
HUMANISM IN THE MODERN
is impossible to separate church
Sodom, or he would have perished
CHURCH
and state. It is perfectly clear that
in its destruction. We also have
we Israelites haven’t as yet learned
much to change, and very soon.
by Arnold Kennedy
Our educational system has
our lesson of non-alliance with
covers topics such as:
turned its back on God. We
peoples of other genetic origins,
“Chosen God,” or “Chosen People”
thought it smart and intellectual to
and as a result we must pay the
The Bread of Life
doubt and sneer at everything good,
price for so doing. Because we
The so-called “Great Commission”
now communism is taught in many
have violated this commandment,
schools under the guise of social
Where Does the Corruption Originate
that is why so many of our young
adjustment. They are teaching Chris- The Bible is Different than other ‘Holy Books’ men and women today are intertianity is ridiculous and denouncing
mixing with the unclean races.
Salt and Light - and
it as bigotry. Juvenile delinquency is
Once our offspring become mixed
What
Should
We
Do?
the natural result of our lack of
with the heathen, any descendants
Get your copy of this tract NOW!
standards and the mixing together of
of such a union is effectively
all kinds and classes of youth in the
#719 @ sug don $1.85ea or
destroyed down-line forever!
sacred name of democracy. The tol(taken from Your Heritage, pre10 copies for $9.00ppd
erated presence of evil always corpared by Clifton Emahiser)
rupts and one rotten apple spoils the barrel. Now we have
-----------------------------------even found instances of teachers teaching our children the
WHO GOD USES
worst kind of promiscuous immorality. Then these teachers
God, grant me the Serenity to accept the people I canbrazenly defend their teaching as part of their academic
not change, the Courage to change the one I can, and the
freedom, what have you done about your schools?
Wisdom to know it’s me.
Is the government of your city corrupt? Don’t comThe next time you feel like GOD can’t use you, just
plain to me. How much campaigning for better candidates
remember:................
did you do during the last elections. Are your taxes ruinNoah was a drunk
ously high? When did you ever notify any politicians that
Abraham was too old
your vote would go to the man who would reduce taxes by
Isaac was a daydreamer
one third?
Jacob was a liar
You have been betrayed many times by politicians who
Leah was ugly
have brazenly and openly sold you out. You, the great
Joseph was abused
majority, have been sold out in the corrupt play for the supMoses had a stuttering problem
port of some minority group. Did you vote for those same
Gideon was afraid
politicians in the last election?
Samson had long hair and was a womaniser
All the conditions you find so appalling, are the result
Rahab was a prostitute[or Innkeeper]
of your own toleration of evil. We get a million words a
Jeremiah and Timothy were too young
year of propaganda for tolerance, haven’t you ever wonDavid had an affair and was a murderer
dered why they always ask you to tolerate something bad?
Elijah was suicidal
Why is it that they never ask anyone to tolerate the good
Isaiah preached naked
things which are controversial, when the evil groups are
Jonah ran from God
always attacking them. When will we learn that we cannot
Naomi was a widow
tolerate a cancer? Today we face the beginning of the last
Job went bankrupt
great conflict, from which either good or evil will survive,
John the Baptist ate locusts (carob, from the tree)
but not both, there can be no coexistence. We must pay for
Peter denied Jesus
our cowardice, hypocrisy and expediency, in blood. As
The Disciples fell asleep while praying (that’s common)
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Martha worried about everything
The Samaritan woman was divorced more than once
Zaccheus was too small
Paul was too religious
Timothy had an ulcer ... AND
Lazarus was dead!
No more excuses now. God can use YOU to your full
potential. Besides, you aren’t the message - just the messenger!
------------------------------------------------------------from The Chilliwack Times, Canada, May 06 comes:

STILL WRONG AFTER ALL THIS TIME

was the answer.
So, apparently the research says mandatory sentencing
doesn’t work. Therefore it’s a bad idea and we should have
nothing to do with such sentencing measures. Meanwhile,
every evaluation of the gun registry concludes it’s a flop
and gun crime has actually increased since its inception.
But the usual suspects continue to kick and scream that
dumping the registry would be a terrible loss and endanger
the public. Have your cake and eat it too? No rules against
that in the Ivory Tower.
It would appear tenure means never having to acknowledge you’re silly.
John Martin is a criminologist at the University College of the Fraser Valley. JohnMartin@ucfv.ca
[Enforcing God’s Law, all of it, would solve even more
crime problems - And do away with prisons to boot!]
-------------------------------------------------------------

by John Martin
It’s been quite amusing listening to the critics dump on
the government’s criminal justice reforms. The proposed
legislation would do little more than impose mandatory
incarceration for specified gun and drug related crimes, and
eliminate house arrest as a sentencing option for violent
THE HIDDEN HAZARDS OF MICROand sexual offenders.
WAVE COOKING
But that hasn’t stopped a parade of academics, activRecent research shows that microwave oven-cooked
ists, lawyers and journalists from
food suffers severe molecular damacting as though Stephen Harper was Want to give your preacher something for age. When eaten, it causes abnormal
bringing back the noose. Apparently
Christmas?
changes in human blood and
a populace that is grateful for overimmune systems. Not surprisingly,
LISTEN
MR.
PREACHER
due action in this area is misinthe public has been denied details on
formed and not capable of
by John L. Steely
these significant health dangers.
understanding the complexities of The Jewish Question. A challenge to a
(excerpted from article origiwhat’s really going on. Of all the
nally printed in April 1994 edition of
preacher
to
preach
on
Acts
26:6-7,
and
naysayers, no constituency has been
Acres, USA-Box 8800, Metairie LA
more vocal in their opposition to the how it affected his mind and his thinking. 70011)
conservative proposals than have Give a copy to your preacher, and it may
back in May of 1989, after Tom
academics; especially criminolo- cause him to think and question what he’s Valentine [The Spotlight, Radio Free
gists. It’s worth noting that of the
America] first moved to St Paul,
dozen or so criminology professors always heard and taught. Single A4 dou- Minnesota, he heard on the car radio
which the media routinely turns to ble-sided sheet. Short and to the point. a short announcement that bolted
for supposed expert and informed
Get some copies for friends as well.
him upright in the driver’s seat. The
commentary, only a couple are
# 912 @ sug don $3.00 for 13 copies announcement was sponsored by
trained crime analysts. The rest are
Young Families, the Minnesota
mostly non-practicing lawyers and
Extension Service of the University
an assortment of tired Marxists,
of Minnesota:
unaware they were summoned to the tar pits of irrelevancy
“Although microwaves heat food quickly, they are not
some time ago.
recommended for heating a baby’s bottle,” the announceThis hardly comes as a surprise though. As discussed in
ment said. The bottle may seem cool to the touch, but the
an earlier column, criminologists were united in their conliquid inside may become extremely hot and could burn the
demnation of Rudy Giuliani’s crime reduction strategy and
baby’s mouth and throat. Also, the build-up of steam in a
transformation of New York. The crime rate plummeted
closed container such as a baby’s bottle could cause it to
nonetheless. They were again outraged when California
explode. “Heating the bottle in a microwave can cause
introduced a host of mandatory sentencing measures.
slight changes in the milk. In infant formulas, there may be
Thousands of repeat offenders were locked up and crime
a loss of some vitamins. In expressed breast milk, some
went into free-fall. The ‘experts’ covered their eyes and
protective properties may be destroyed.” The report went
ears, insisting that tough measures still don’t work in theon, “Warming a bottle by holding it under tap water or by
ory.
setting it in a bowl of warm water, then testing it on your
Now they’re determined to discredit the Harper plan
wrist before feeding, many take a few minutes longer, but it
and assuming the bill becomes law, they will surely soon
is much safer.”
have egg on their face once more. The most common whine
Valentine asked himself: If an established institution
from the “it’ll never work” club, is that mandatory prison
like the University of Minnesota can warn about the loss of
time won’t deter. So what? It cracks down on the repeat
particular nutrient qualities in microwaved baby formula or
offender who has not responded to leniency, periodic cusmother’s milk, then somebody must know something about
tody, or treatment. It removes the worst of the worst from
microwaving they are not telling everybody.
society and takes the incorrigible out of circulation for a
A Lawsuit:
significant time period. As the saying goes, when they’re
In early 1991, word leaked out about a lawsuit in Okladoing time—they’re not doing crime.
homa. A woman named Norma Levin had hip surgery, only
While police were cracking down on low-lifes in Times
to be killed by a simple blood transfusion when a nurse
Square, academics were arguing for the legalization of all
“warmed the blood for transfusion in a microwave oven”!
drugs. When judges in California were compelled by law to
Logic suggests that if heating or cooking is all there is
start sending chronic offenders to prison, criminologists
to it, then it doesn’t matter what mode of heating technolwere belly-aching that the justice system was racist. While
ogy one uses. However, it is quite apparent that there is
coordinated law enforcement units were busting drug
more to ‘heating’ with microwaves than we’ve been led to
houses and taking down gang-bangers in Toronto, the
believe. Blood for transfusions is routinely warmed—but
experts were adamant that more late-night basketball courts
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NOT in microwave ovens! In the case of Mrs Levitt, the
microwaving altered the blood and it killed her.
Does it not therefore follow that this form of heating
does, indeed, so ‘something different’ to the subtances
being heated? Is it not prudent to determine what that
‘something different’ might do? A funny thing happened
on the way to the bank with all that microwave oven revenue: nobody thought about the obvious. Only “health nuts”
who are constantly aware of the value of quality nutrition
discerned a problem with the widespread ‘denaturing’ of
our food. Enter Hans Hertel.
Hans Hertel
In the tiny town of Wattenwil, near Basel in Switzerland, there lives a scientist who is alarmed at the lack of
purity and naturalness in the many pursuits of modern mankind. He worked as a food scientist for several years with
one of the many major Swiss food companies that do business on a global scale. A few years ago, he was fired from
his job for questioning procedures in processing food
because they denatured it.
“The world needs our help,” Hans Hertel told Tom Valentine as they shared a fine meal at a resort hotel in Todtmass, Germany. “We, the scientists, carry the main
responsibility for the present unacceptable conditions. It is
therefore our job to correct the situation and bring the remedy to the world. I am striving to bring man and techniques
back into harmony with nature. We can have wonderful
technologies without violating nature.”
Hans is an intense man, driven by personal knowledge
of violations of nature by corporate man and his state-supported monopolies in science, technology and education.
At the same time, as the two talked, his intensity shattered
into a warm smile and he spoke of the way things could be
if mankind’s immense talent were to work with nature and
not against her.
Hans Hertel is the first scientist to conceive of and
carry out a quality study on the effects of microwaved
nutrients on the blood and physiology of human beings.
This small but well-controlled study pointed the firm finger
at a degenerative force of microwave ovens and the food
produced in them. The conclusion was clear: microwave
cooking changed the nutrients so that changes took place in
the participants’ blood; these were not healthy changes but
were changes that could cause deterioration in the human
systems. (there is more, but this will suffice to get the message across.) You can check out the following:
http://www.rense.com/general70/microwaved.htm and
http://www.nexusmagazine.com/articles/microwave.html
-----------------------------------------------------------------

PERSECUTION OF CHRISTIANS

Christians around the world are being persecuted for
their faith, often because of Islam. Pray for Christians to
stand firm.
Christians are often persecuted if they criticise Islam:
On 9 October, an Assyrian priest, Fr. Paulos Iskander, was
kidnapped by an Islamic group in Iraq. The group asked for
a ransom of more than $300,000 and demanded that signs
be posted once again on his church apologizing for the
Pope’s remarks on Islam as a condition for negotiations to
begin. Father Alexander was beheaded two days later
[AINA, 12/10/2006]
Sometimes persecution comes when people convert
from Islam. Even in Australia! Kaihana Hussain decided to
convert from Islam and become a Christian. When she told
her father, he allegedly attacked and killed her mother on
10 October. Kaihana was also attacked but escaped from
the home. The father was hospitalized with stab wounds.
The family, who are Sunni Muslims, had lived in Adelaide
Christian Identity Ministries - PO Box 146 - CARDWELL QLD 4849
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where the father, a Bangladesh-trained doctor, was a GP.
The family had recently moved to the Gold Coast for
employment. [GCB, 11/10/2006]
Sometimes Christians are persecuted and forced to
convert to Islam: In Egypt, Lorans Wageah Emeel, a 15year-old Christian girl, was kidnapped by Muslims on 2
October. Abducted from a public bus, her captors drugged
and threatened to rape her if she refused to deny Christ and
accept Islam. She escaped from her Muslim captors the
next morning. State Security Investigation officials told her
to deny the kidnapping or she would not see her family
again. She refused but was returned to her family after they
appealed to police.
Voice of the Martyrs reports that thousands of teenage
girls have been forced to convert to Islam, by physical violence or promises of material wealth. VOM has safe houses
in Islamic countries to protect girls who have been threatened. [VOM, 2/10/2006]
In December 2005, the South African Constitutional
Court ordered the SA parliament to legalise same-sex ‘marriage’ within twelve months. The Court interpreted the
‘equality’ clause in the Constitution to include ‘sexual orientation’ and same-sex ‘marriage’ although the original
intention of the clause was to remove racial intolerance. If
the parliament fails to do so by December, the Court will
legalise same-sex ‘marriage’ by default.
Faced with the possibility of same-sex ‘marriage,’
sadly, the church in South Africa came out with three different responses:
1. Full acceptance
2. Opposing same-sex ‘marriage’ but proposing a separate law for ‘civil and same-sex partnerships and unions’
3. Oppose marriage and recognition of homosexual
relationships.
A third position was proposed by another coalition,
called Defend Marriage who also proposed an amendment
to the Marriage Act to make marriage only between a man
and a woman. They argued this amendment would override
the Court decision and protect marriage. They stood firm
and rightly said that the government should not give any
legal recognition to same-sex couples.
see<www.defendmarriage.co.za> read also
<www.saltshakers.org.au/html/P/9/B/338/>
Courtesy saltshakers, PO Box 6049, Wantirna Vic 3152
-----------------------------------------------------------------Our Heavenly Father has seen us come safely through
another year. My how time flies. We have had word from
Arnold, that he has come home after 40 days in hospital. He
is feeling much better and the pain has left him miraculously after the operation, he said. We pray that he will continue to strengthen and improve.
We apologise for the delay in supplying some material,
but we have experienced some unprecedented delays in
delivery - not sure whether on the Australian or overseas
side. They say it is not for nothing that Australia Post’s
symbol is a snail crawling up a wall. We have heard of parcels taking up to 6 weeks to go from here to WA. They
must go by camel? So, if you are still waiting - please bear
with us in the meantime. While we are not into the celebration of Bacchanalia at this time of year, nor the sending of
cards, we do hope and pray that you will have a blessed and
restful holiday period.
We thank you for your letters, clippings and orders, and
your on-going support. Please continue to influence friends
and relatives, and especially your children, in the need to
live according to and obey God’s Laws. May He bless your
perseverance; and may He bless you and keep you, make
His face shine on you and give you His peace and protection, now and in the new year!

Hendrik (Hank) Roelofs
mail: hr_cim@qld.chariot.net.au
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